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Outline
 The growth-welfare-transition trilemma;
 Growth, income and employment: the double 

decoupling; 
 Human development, social policy and growth; 
 The perilous illusion of ‘green growth’;
 A social-ecological transition beyond growth: three 

strategies.



A new trilemma

Source : Laurent 2021.

The sustainability-justice nexus

The full health nexus



The double 
decoupling 

 The co-dependency between the welfare state and 
growth (as envisioned by Myrdal) is mediated by two key 
linkages: the node between GDP growth and 
employment and the node between GDP growth and 
income;

 Decoupling between growth and employment: Germany, 
the EU;

 Decoupling between growth and household income :  
disconnect between national income and personal 
income as well as between GDP and fiscal capacity.



Human development 
and growth

Source : Laurent 2021.

The sustainability-justice nexus

The full health nexus
The real underlying indicators of human development are labour productivity, health 
and education and they are fostered by the welfare state, not by economic growth, 
which they sustain; growth is a superficial metric and by-product of human 
development.

Growth extractivist 
techniques (US, 
France):
destroys the 
foundations of 
human development 
(and growth)



The perilous illusion 
of “green growth”

Source : Laurent 2021.

The sustainability-justice nexus

The full health nexusGrowth decoupling paradox: on is real but denied, the other is illusory but affirmed 

Rather than aiming for ‘zero net 
emissions’ (a concept that relies 
heavily on virtual technological 
breakthroughs), the EU, like other 
major carbon emitters, could 
more realistically aim for ‘zero net 
growth’, compensating the 
phasing out of high-emissions 
sectors by developing sobriety in 
carbon consumption



A social-ecological transition beyond
growth: three strategies

In the short term, first strategy: 
mobilising the reservoir of economic 
inequalities to foster transition;
Introducing, at constant GDP, socially 

compensated progressive ecological 
taxes based on two tax bases: wealth and 
CO2 consumption;



Social-ecological progressive 
taxation (the case of France)

Source : Berry-Laurent, 2019.



A social-ecological transition beyond
growth: three strategies

 Need to shift the debate from the cost of 
transition to the cost of non-transition and to 
move away from cost-benefit analysis toward co-
benefits analysis;

 The political economy of the social-ecological 
transition is straightforward: while the cost of 
non-transition is mostly borne by the poorest, the 
cost of transition should be borne mainly by the 
richest.



A social-ecological transition beyond
growth: three strategies

 A second strategy would thus be to finance the social-
ecological transition through savings in social spending 
achieved through ambitious environmental policies aimed at 
improving human well-being, via health improvement;

 The Covid-19 pandemic provides a striking illustration of the 
nexus between preserving the environment, preserving health 
and preserving the economy that the EU should learn from;

 Social-ecological feedback loop;
 A third and last strategy would be to build a robust social-

ecological protection system to complement existing social 
protection (later panel).
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